
In the book Liars and Spies, what other name does the “How 
we taste” unit go by? The Science Unit of Destiny 

In the book Liars and Spies, what is Bob English who draws real 
name? Robert English 

In the book Liars and Spies, who gave Robert his nickname? 
Ms. Diamatis 

In the book Liars and Spies, why do Georges (the s is silent) and 
Ms. Warner high five on Friday? Georges hates school and Ms.  
Warner hates work 

In the book Liars and Spies, where does Georges’ mother 
work? Hospital’s intensive care unit 

In the book Liars and Spies, who bullies Georges? Dallas 
Llewellyn 

In the book Liars and Spies, what grade is Georges in? 7th In the book Liars and Spies, who painted the print on the wall 
over the couch in Georges’ new apartment? Seurat 

In the book Liars and Spies, who unpacks the apartment? 
Georges and his dad 

In the book Liars and Spies, what does Georges call the poster 
on the living room wall? Sir Ott 

In the book Liars and Spies, what does mom say is good about 
dad getting fired? Now he can start his own business 

In the book Liars and Spies, where are the Spy Club meetings 
held? In the basement 

In the book Liars and Spies, how much is Candy paid per hour? 
$4.00 

In the book Liars and Spies, who is the leader of the Spy Club? 
Safer 

In the book Liars and Spies, what is George’s favorite 
restaurant? Yum Li’s 

In the book Liars and Spies, what kind of soup does Georges’ 
dad always get at Yum Li’s? Wonton soup 

In the book Liars and Spies, what message does mom leave 
Georges in scrabble tiles? Love You Pickle 

In the book Liars and Spies, what is the universal way of 
revealing love or death? Taste test 

In the book Liars and Spies, what does uncle mean in spy 
slang? Headquarters of an espionage organization 

In the book Liars and Spies, what does Safer keep in his flask? 
Coffee 

In the book Liars and Spies, what are the 6 tastes? Sweet, salty, 
sour, bitter, bittersweet and umami 

In the book Liars and Spies, what is nesting in the air 
conditioner unit on top of the building across from Safer’s 
apartment? Wild parrots 

In the book Liars and Spies, who is Pigeon? Safer’s brother 
(Candy’s too) 

In the book Liars and Spies, what doesn’t Pigeon eat? Birds 

In the book Liars and Spies, who is the only person in Safer’s 
family who goes to school? Pigeon 

In the book Liars and Spies, who does Safer think attached the 
parrot nest? Hawk or falcon 

In the book Liars and Spies, what is the number one rule of 
spying? Don’t yell 

In the book Liars and Spies, what does Candy cook for dinner? 
Peanut butter & banana one hot dog bun 

In the book Liars and Spies, what does Safer find in Mr. X’s 
laundry? A gold key 

In the book Liars and Spies, who likes to use creative spelling? 
Bob English who draws 

In the book Liars and Spies, who does Candy pan on marrying? 
Mr Orange or someone who likes orange 

In the book Liars and Spies, who named Candy, Safer, and 
Pigeon? They named themselves 

In the book Liars and Spies, what is Safer planning on using to 
get in to Mr. X’s room? An American Express card 

In the book Liars and Spies, in Capture the Flag what team is 
Georges captain of? Blue 

In the book Liars and Spies, who were Thing One, Thing Two, 
and Thing Three? Chad, Anita and Paul 

In the book Liars and Spies, how did Blue team hide their flag? 
Wrapped it around the basketball hoop 

In the book Liars and Spies, how old is Candy? Almost 10 In the book Liars and Spies, what famous person wanted to 
change our alphabet? Ben Franklin 

In the book Liars and Spies, what does Georges’ father say is 
the single most important thing about sprucing up your home? 
Knowing what to throw away 

In the book Liars and Spies, what does Safer find in Mr. X’s 
pants pocket? A gold key 

In the book Liars and Spies, what does Safer find that is 
disturbing in Mr. X’s apartment? A hand saw and cleaners 

In the book Liars and Spies, who are the captains of the 
Capture the Flag teams? Mandy and Georges 

In the book Liars and Spies, what is Dallas real name? David In the book Liars and Spies, when did Dallas change his name? 
3rd grade 

In the book Liars and Spies, what did Safer take from Mr. X’s 
house? A bottle of water 

In the book Liars and Spies, what is MOMA? Museum of 
Modern Art 

In the book Liars and Spies, what did Yum Li draw on the 
napkin? Directions to the nearest grocery store 

In the book Liars and Spies, what is the name of the chemical 
compound only 10-20% of the population can’t taste? PROP 

In the book Liars and Spies, how many students don’t was out 
their mouths after the taste test? 15 

In the book Liars and Spies, how does blue team mark 
themselves? They have a blue dot on their hand 

In the book Liars and Spies, why doesn’t Safer really take the 
elevator? He is scared 

In the book Liars and Spies, what is Mr. X’s real name? Dan 



In the book Liars and Spies, why is George’s mother really at 
the hospital? She is sick 

In the book Liars and Spies, on what day does Candy decide to 
go to school? Thursday 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 


